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Abstract
Intrusion detection is the process of identifying unauthorized usage of a computer system. It an important skill for computer-system administrators. It is difficult to learn on the job because it is 
needed only occasionally but can be critical. We describe a tutor incorporating two programs. The first program uses artificial-intelligence planning methods to generate realistic audit files 
reporting actions of a variety of simulated users (including intruders) of a Unix computer system. The second program simulates the system afterwards, and asks the student to inspect the audit and 
fix the problems caused by the intruders. This program uses intrusion-recognition rules to itself infer the problems, planning methods to figure how best to fix them, plan-inference methods to track 
student actions, and tutoring rules to tutor intelligently. Experiments show that students using the tutor learn a significant amount in a short time. 
This work was supported by the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School under funds provided by the Chief for Naval Operations. Special thanks to Chris Roberts and other students for debugging help. An 
improved version of this paper appeared in Computers and Education, volume 31 (1998), 395-404. 
Introduction 
Recent improvements in the degree of interconnection of computer systems have increased the number of threats to their security. Malicious mischief and sabotage have increased as new 
opportunities have arisen. Break-in threats are no longer just adolescents but can be spies and saboteurs. Good security training for system administrators is increasingly important. 
Some automated tools for detection of unauthorized computer-system use ("intrusions") are now available [Lunt, 1993], of which NIDES [Lunt et al, 1989] is a good example. These tools examine 
records of events in a computer system ("audit files") or monitor events in real time. They do both "anomaly detection" (of statistically unusual behavior like 3 A.M. logins) and "misuse 
detection" (of suspicious event sequences like finding the password file and copying it). However, such automated tools require significant time and space resources and are not feasible on small 
computers. Also, no tool can be perfect since new threats constantly emerge and intruders learn to disguise old threats. 
So people that run computer systems ("system administrators") still need training in intrusion detection. Since intrusions are unpredictable and not especially common, practice with simulators is 
valuable. Simulators can efficiently drill students on rare, dangerous, and/or complex intrusion problems, analogously to training of pilots with flight simulators. This paper reports on a tutor in 
which one simulator generates realistic audit files and another simulates the computer system afterwards while tutoring the repair of problems. The tutor supplements classroom instruction on 
computer security by requiring students to put security ideas together in a useful way. The tutor is implemented in Quintus Prolog and runs on Sun Sparcstations. 
Our tutor teaches some anomaly detection but emphasizes misuse detection. This is because misuse detection is harder to automate since it requires applying many rules (as in NIDES) or searching 
for many patterns (as in [Shieh and Gligor, 1991] and [Kumar and Spafford, 1994]); anomaly detection just requires calculating statistics and comparing them to norms. Our tutor also is designed to 
teach Unix system security only. Intrusion detection is hard to teach without examining specific command sequences in a particular operating system, and considerable written material is available 
on Unix intrusion-detection procedures (e.g. [Farrow, 1991]). 
Generation of simulated audits 
Breadth of knowledge of intrusion methods is important to a system administrator. So a good tutor must provide a wide variety of test scenarios. Obtaining this variety through hand-coding would 
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be difficult and tedious, so we wrote a program to generate audit files from basic principles. Simple such programs are starting to be used for testing intrusion-detection systems [Puketza et al, 1994]. 
Our program Makeaudit uses artificial-intelligence planning methods to generate plans of action for each legitimate user and each intruder, maps the plans to Unix commands (allowing that some 
commands fail and must be repeated or abandoned), assigns realistic times to actions, generates audit records, and sorts them by increasing time. 
Our planning methods are goal-directed ones derived from means-ends analysis [Newell and Simon, 1972] and extended with additional features. Most of the implementation has been used in over 
forty tutors as part of the Metutor system [Rowe and Galvin, 1998]. Our extensions to means-ends analysis include variables as arguments to actions, automatic avoidance of infinite loops, 
automatic avoidance of unachievable preconditions, time limits on subproblems, automatic backtracking on failure of initial choices, caching of results on subproblems, special debugging facilities, 
and automatic mapping of state descriptions to color graphics displayed in designated places on the computer screen. Action specifications are highly modular so new actions can be added easily. 
To illustrate the goal specifications that generate plans, below in Prolog syntax is the goal clause for a simulated intruder. It says that (though not necessarily in this order) the intruder must 
determine the system administrator's password, must view the "root" and "bin" directories, must modify the executable files for the "ls" and "cd" commands, must create a file "please_run_me" that 
could well contain a virus, and must eventually be logged out. (Brackets delineate Prolog lists and commas delineate list items; capitalized words are variables.) 
goal([hacked(su), viewed(root), viewed(bin),
     modified(ls,bin), modified(cd,bin),
     created(please_run_me,bin,root,22914), not(logged_in(User))]).
We also model normal users to challenge students to distinguish normal from suspicious behavior. Realism demands more normal users than intruders, but normal users are generally simpler to 
model. For example, one normal user might have the goals to view directory "smith", to create files "tmp1434" and "tmp1435" in it, to complain about any damage they notice, and to be eventually 
logged out. 
Formal action definition requires recommending conditions, preconditions, and postconditions for the possible actions. Recommending conditions indicate action priorities by their order (the most 
important are first). Preconditions and postconditions may depend on the truth of other conditions. Postconditions can be random, to model actions like guessing passwords (which rarely succeeds) 
and inspecting files for damage (which can miss details). Here for example are the specifications of the "ls" or directory-viewing action: 
1.  An indirect argument to the "ls" command is the directory to which the user is currently connected. 
2.  A user should do "ls" in directory D if they want to view directory D. 
3.  The user who is not a system administrator must be logged in and at directory D to do "ls" there if directory D permits read access to everyone. 
4.  The user who is not a system administrator must be logged in as the owner of directory D and at D to do "ls" there if directory D permits read access only to its owner. 
5.  A system administrator must only be at directory D to do "ls" there. 
6.  Nothing becomes false when you do "ls". 
7.  If the user does "ls" and an intruder has tampered with the executable implementing the "ls" command, the user has seen the current directory D and has a complaint. 
8.  Otherwise, if the user just has seen the current directory D. 
9.  30% of the time a user doing "ls" immediately forgets what they see. 
10.  The average time between "ls" and the next user command is 20 seconds. 




   [not(hacked(su)),file(File,D,User,_,_,_,_),file(D,_,_,_,_,[_,_,r,_],_)],
   [logged_in(_),current_directory(D)]).
precondition(ls(D),
   [not(hacked(su)),file(File,D,User,_,_,_,_),file(D,_,_,_,_,[r,_,_,_],_)],
   [logged_in(User),current_directory(D)]).
precondition(ls(D),[hacked(su),file(_,D,_,_,_,_,_)],
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Actions are assembled in a recursive top-down fashion to make a coherent plan for achieving all the specified goals while obeying the preconditions. For instance, an intruder who wants to insert a 
virus into an executable must achieve the preconditions of being in the directory of the executable and having write access to it. To be in the directory, the user must change directory from their login 
directory; to achieve that, they must log in. To obtain write access if they do not have it, they must do a "chmod" command, which generally requires that they log in as the owner of the executable. 
Thus chains of preconditions help find a proper sequence of actions. 
Next, each action is mapped to a corresponding Unix command, and standard auditing information (name of user, directory they are in, command, and result) is calculated. Realistic times of events 
are found by assigning to each action a duration that is a normal random variable with parameters specific to the action, and adding this to an evenly distributed random time of user login. Results of 
actions are then adjusted for time-dependent effects. For instance, if a malicious user changes a file, this will only be noticed by users accessing the file later. 
Here is part of an audit file generated by Makeaudit: 
jones, 933, root, "login root", fail
jones, 945, root, "login root", fail
jones, 948, root, "login root", fail
jones, 974, root, "login root", fail
jones, 977, root, "login root", fail
jones, 988, root, "login root", fail
jones, 993, root, "login root", ok
root, 1013, root, "cd  root/etc", ok
root, 1019, etc, "cp passwd  smith/dont_read", ok
root, 1209, etc, "mail root", "Captain Flash strikes again!!!!"
root, 1216, etc, logout, ok
davis, 3801, davis, "emacs goodnews", 1437
davis, 3809, davis, logout, ok
adams, 5369, adams, "cd  root/bin", ok
adams, 5388, bin, ls, ok
adams, 5394, bin, "cd  adams", ok
adams, 5395, adams, "cd  dog", ok
adams, 5403, dog, ls, ok
adams, 5413, dog, "cd  tom", ok
adams, 5442, tom, ls, ok
adams, 5458, tom, "cd  adams", ok
adams, 5463, bin, "cd  uri", ok
adams, 5463, uri, ls, fail
uri, 5487, farmer, "cat secrets", ok
adams, 5493, uri, ls, fail
uri, 5493, farmer, logout, ok
adams, 5530, uri, ls, fail
adams, 5573, uri, ls, ok
adams, 5589, uri, "cd  adams", ok
adams, 5596, adams, "cd  tom", ok
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adams, 5647, tom, "rm *", ok
adams, 5760, tom, "mail tom", "Haha ful"
adams, 5765, tom, logout, ok
smith, 5826, none, "login smith", ok
smith, 5854, smith, ls, ok
brown, 6091, tom, "emacs ba", 628
smith, 6237, smith, "emacs tmp1434", 344
brown, 6256, tom, "mail root", bad(ba, tom)
brown, 6263, tom, logout, ok
The first item on each line is the user name; the second the time in seconds since start of the audit; the third the directory the user is in; the fourth the Unix command they gave; and the fifth the 
additional necessary information (like whether the command failed or the size of a created file). Here four normal users Davis, Uri, Smith, and Brown pursue normal activities. Meanwhile an 
intruder masquerading as Jones guessed the system-administrator ("root") password, copied the password file, and sent a taunting message to the real system administrator. A second intruder 
masquerading as Adams (simulating a high-school student with poor spelling) examined a number of directories before deleting all the files in Tom's directory and taunting him. Later, user Brown 
noticed that Tom's file "ba" has been damaged by an intruder, and sent a complaint to the system administrator. 
Intelligent tutoring methods 
The student's job is to study the audit file and fix the observed problems as a system administrator would. Typically, this requires several steps. For instance, if an intruder destroys some of Tom's 
files, then the student must find the destroyed files on backup tape and restore them. The student should also check Tom's password to see if it was easy to guess; if so, a message should be sent to 
Tom telling him what happened and how to get the new password. The student should also check the protections (discretionary access specification) on the destroyed files to see if they enabled 
unfairly easy access. Passwords and protections should be checked first to prevent further damage. Related tasks are checking complaints from other users about Tom's files, and comparing online 
and backup copies of Tom's remaining files to find viruses. If the destroyed files were executables, files created or modified by the executable may also be tainted and should be checked too. 
The Idtutor tutor observes this process like a coach. It shows the state of the file system, offers intelligent hints (like [Burton and Brown, 1982]), and stops the student only when they try to do 
something impossible. Figure 1 shows an example snapshot of the user interface. 
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The lower left is a graphical view of the current file hierarchy, the lower right is the menu of possible actions for the student to select with the mouse, the upper right holds informational messages 
for the user, the upper middle is a popup window prompting for a file name, and the upper left shows the actions taken so far. The lower left display is Unix "ls -l" command output enhanced with 
indentations, notations about deleted files, notations about received complaints, and notations for accounts with poor ("bad pw") or new ("new pw") passwords. The menu of actions includes review 
of task objectives (under "Help"), review of the audit, review of the mail, debugging control, and receiving a hint in the form of a suggested action (obtained by real-time planning with the current 
state and the original goals). Fig. 1 shows the moment when the user has just chosen to "detrojan" but has not yet selected the file (file "ls" would make sense to pick as a Trojan horse was just found 
there). As seen in the upper left, this will be the eighth action of the student. As seen in the upper right, the tutor grumbled about the first and third actions, and refused to "detrojan" earlier when no 
Trojan horse had been found. Also note the end of a summary of incoming mail in the first three lines of the upper right, showing that users Evans and Smith complained about file "cd" and user 
Smith about file "ls". 
Idtutor is built on top of the Metutor shell for tutoring of precisely-defined procedural skills [Rowe and Galvin, 1998]. Metutor is similar in philosophy to the expert-system shell approach of 
[Sleeman, 1987] for specifying tutoring systems, but differs considerably from the popular decision-graph approach to teaching procedural skills of (e.g. [Johnson, 1987]). Idtutor uses similar 
planning methods to those of Makeaudit, but applied to remediation goals and remediation actions (not to be confused with planning for active instructional management as in [Peachey and 
McCalla, 1986]). 
For instance, here are the specifications for restoring a file F from tape backup: 
1.  A user should restore file F from backup if they want F to no longer be deleted or modified. 
2.  A user can restore file F from backup if they are in the directory where F should go, F has a safe backup copy, they have found the copy on the backup tape, and the person who damaged F is 
not currently logged in. 
3.  When a file is restored, it is no longer deleted or modified, and it no longer has a "tamperer". 
4.  Restoring a file fails 10% of the time with the message "Backup damaged too". 




   [file(F), current_directory(D), directory_of(F,D), safe_backup(F),
     found(F,on,tape),tamperer(F,P), not(logged_in(P))]).
deletepostcondition(restore_from_backup(F),
   [deleted(F), modified(F), tamperer(F,P)]).
addpostcondition(restore_from_backup(F), []).
randchange(restore_from_backup(F), [], [deleted(F)], 0.1, 'Backup damaged too.').
Action specifications like these are modular, permitting easy addition of new countermeasures for intrusions. Specification of the meaning and purpose of every remedial action permits Idtutor to 
plan complete remediation sequences from whatever state in which the student finds themselves. This permits Idtutor to give hints tailored to the student's exact circumstances rather than on general 
principles. It also allows Idtutor to recognize and provide focused tutoring on useless, dangerous, digressing, and low-priority actions, and permits inference of the student's syntactic confusions 
(between actions with similar names) and semantic confusions (between actions of similar effects). Tutoring is managed by Metutor's domain-independent rules for tutoring of procedural skills. 
While a traditional authoring approach with a structured sequence of questions [Steinberg, 1991] could tutor somewhat similarly, using the Metutor approach meant faster construction of a thorough 
tutor, much more compact representation of it, and greater ease of modification, as discussed in [Rowe and Galvin, 1998]. 
To remediate intrusion problems, both the student and tutor must recognize suspicious behavior in the audit record. The tutor does this with common-sense rules. Since most these are obvious, 
students are tutored about them only indirectly in comments on their remediation actions. Example rules are: 
1.  If two people are logged in at the same time under the same login name, suspect that one of them is an intruder; 
2.  If more than one file is changed by the same number of bytes by a user in a session, suspect planting of viruses or Trojan horses; 
3.  If the system administrator gets mail complaining about a file, and the file has been edited recently, suspect malicious modification of it. 
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Data summarizing Idtutor sessions is recorded for later inspection by an instructor. This data includes the student name, the exercise, the duration of the session, the CPU time used, the number of 
student errors and hints, and a full listing of the errors and hints with their context. 
Experiments 
We tested our tutor on 19 randomly selected students in an introductory computer security course; 19 additional students served as a control group. The students were in M.S. degree programs, and 
many of them will manage computer facilities after they leave our school. The students heard introductory lectures on intrusions and their remediation. We gave them three exercises, each with a 
different audit file of about 100 lines in length referring to a varied set of 40 starting files and executables. 
Students had to work on each exercise until they had fixed every simulated problem, which required about 20 actions for each exercise. The first exercise was unmonitored so students could 
practice. The other two exercises took an average of 23.6 minutes each to solve (with a standard deviation of 14.8 minutes). The exercises each required an average of 0.038 minutes of CPU time, so 
the tutor does not appear to require much processing-time overhead despite its intelligent reasoning methods. Students averaged 7.79 errors per run, if we call any suboptimal action an "error", 
although most of these were subtle. Students asked for a hint (about the action that the tutor prefers) an average of 1.7 times per exercise. 
Learning was assessed by a post-test of eight multiple-choice questions on general features of intrusion detection and remediation, questions deliberately focusing on underlying principles not 
explicitly taught by the tutor. For example, "Intrusion detection is hard because: (a) there are many and varied threats; (b) most threats are difficult to see; (c) you need a Ph.D. to do it adequately; (d) 
there's considerable disagreement over what is an 'intrusion.'" Students who used the tutor got an average of 5.94 questions of 8 correct (with a standard deviation of 1.08), compared to 4.74 of 8 
(with a standard deviation of 1.48) for the control group of 19 students who received just the lectures on intrusion detection. This difference is significant to the 99.6% level using Fisher's 2-by-2 
test. Since the students were selected randomly for test and control groups, use of the tutor appears to explain the difference in performance, though it might also be due to the effect of the tutor's 
novelty. Post-tests also confirmed that students preferred the tutor to an equivalent amount of classroom-lecture time. Thus the tutor seems effective. 
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